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 m2t subtitles format. * mkvmerge: AVI writer: fixed restoring damaged AVI .m2ts subtitles files. * mkvmerge: AVI writer: fixed adding animated GIF images. * mkvmerge: AVI writer: fixed skipping the first AVI frame while writing. * mkvmerge: AVI writer: fixed skipping the last AVI frame while writing. * mkvmerge: AVI writer: fixed writing AVI M-picture. * mkvmerge: AVI writer: fixed
showing the AviInferStatus control panel message when writing AVI M-picture. * mkvmerge: AVI writer: fixed reencoding the I-picture. * mkvmerge: AVI writer: fixed fixing the framerate while saving the AVI video file. * mkvmerge: AVI writer: fixed writing AVI M-picture with time stamps. * mkvmerge: AVI writer: fixed handling Ogg Theora audio stream in AVI M-picture. * mkvmerge: AVI

writer: fixed handling AVI video stream with VBR bitrate. * mkvmerge: AVI writer: fixed handling time division (min/s) in I-picture. * mkvmerge: AVI writer: fixed handling PES encoding type. * mkvmerge: AVI writer: fixed handling MPEG-4 I-picture type. * mkvmerge: AVI writer: fixed handling JPEG image. * mkvmerge: AVI writer: fixed handling MPEG-4 AVC/H.264 I-picture. *
mkvmerge: AVI writer: fixed handling MPEG-4 AVC/H.264 I-picture timing. * mkvmerge: AVI writer: fixed writing M-picture with low-quality color conversion setting. * mkvmerge: AVI writer: fixed writing M-picture without seeking. * mkvmerge: AVI writer: fixed writing AVI video stream with relative times. * mkvmerge: AVI writer: fixed handling the case when the first video track is an AVI

video track. * mkvmerge: AVI writer: fixed ignoring video streams' timing mode. * mkvmerge: AVI writer: fixed trying to open an empty AVI video file when reading data from stdin. * mkvmerge: AVI writer: fixed 82157476af
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